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many choices in front of you
you wanna find out for yourself what you wanna do
it's weird you seem to try to have ideals that change all
the time or die
do you wanna be another guy that forms his own
conspiracy
and I wonder
the things that you believe last for just two weeks,it's
weird to me
and I wonder

yea I just wonder why we copy the opinions that we like
cause we wanna know the things we stand for but we
can't decide
could you find your way if you knew that were all on the
same side
we're the road,oh yeah

if i'm loosing it again
could you remind me what i like to do
put my face right in the truth
cause it's hard to find the road
when the choices are too much too find
find the road, the road's inside

many choices in front of you
you wanna find out for yourself what you wanna do
it's weird you seem to try to have ideals that change all
the time or die
do you wanna be another guy that forms his own
conspiracy
and I wonder
the things that you believe last for just two weeks,it's
weird to me
and I wonder

yea I just wonder why we copy the opinions that we like
cause we wanna know the things we stand for but we
can't decide
could you find your way if you knew that were all on the
same side
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we're the road
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